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Report from Paris

by Joelle

Leconte

A shift in the prime minister's office
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While France is handling Soviet aggression with kid gloves,
Mauroy has called for study of beam weapons.
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the South Korean plane's pilot and the

in the current round of fighting. Once

both the United States and the Soviet
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no alternative but to fire back.
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France will consider the possibilities
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of a domestic beam-weapons program.
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whose call for support for President
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weapons and the use of space. The
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French authorities demanded that
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Soviets and the Americans are pursu

the West German government, which
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witnessed the whole incident, keep it
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ect considered by the United States,
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nevertheless
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While trying not to ruffle the Rus

to the conservative opposition party,

The prime minister's office con

sians, the foreign ministry has ex

the RPR. National Assembly defense

firmed that France will investigate the

pressed growing impatience with the

committee member Jean Brocard made

new military technology. But, as in

American

Inter

a similar call for the United States to

the case of the neutron bomb, military

viewed on national television, For

counter Soviet strategic moves with a

policy decisions would not be made
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commitment
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The weekly magazine Minute was

forces around Beirut is "not the best
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method" to solve the Lebanese crisis,
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